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Shear and volume relaxation in NatSirOt
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Ansrru,cr

The relaxed and unrelaxed shear and volume moduli of NarSirO, have been determined

over a temperature range of 950-1200 "C and frequency range of 5-150 MHz using

ultrasonic techniques. The relaxed volume modulus (Ko = 20 GPa) and the unrelaxed
volume modulus (K* = 25 GPa) of the melt have been calculated from the combination

of the longitudinal moduli (Mo = 20 GPa M- = 39 GPa) and shear moduli (Go : 0 GPa;

G- : l0 GPa). The - 19 GPa increase in longitudinal modulus is made up of both a shear

contribution (13 GPa) and a volume contribution (5 GPa) resulting from the loss of both

the shear and volume relaxation processes with increasing frequency of the applied sinu-

soidal stress.

INtnonucrroN is due to the relaxation of the structure of the melt. In

The rheology of magmas is of fundamental importance the case of,a simple melt with one structural relaxation

in understanding the occurrence of igneous .;i.;, ;; process^and one relaxation time, the Maxwell relation-

buoyant rise or iall of magma bodies, and the behavior ship defines the relaxation trme z;

of melts at high pressures (Agee and Walker, 1988; Rig- q
den et al., 1989; Harris et at., teZO;. Melt rheology can ' : 

h 
(l)

be determined from both stress-strain rate (viscosity) and
stress-strain (modulus) measurements. Three linear re- where 4 is the (long time scale) Newtonian viscosity and
gimes of strain occur in a stressed melt. These are (l) -ill*isthe elastic (infinite frequency) modulus of the melt.

instantaneous recoverable elastic deformation, (2) de- This relationship applies for both volume (a", K-) and

layed recoverable anelastic deformation, and (3) delayed shear (4", G-) deformation (Gruber and Litovitz, 1964).

nonrecoverable viscous deformation (Nowick and Berry, The relaxation time r can be recast in terms of a relaxa-

lg72). It is the time scale (2zr.frequency : time scale ') tion strain rate 1 and a relaxation frequency A (O : 2tI),

of observation of the melt behavior that determines where z | : i : Q. Therefore, with increasing strain rate

whether elastic, anelastic, viscous, or viscoelastic rheol- (or decreasing time scale of observation or increasing fre-

ogy is observed. (Viscoelastic rheology is the sum of the quency of applied signal), non-Newtonian (or time-de-

elastic, anelastic, and viscous responses.) If it were pos- pendent or frequency-dependent) behavior is expected.

sible to measure the deformation of a melt instantane- In cases where the stress-strain rate relationship has been

ously upon application of a stress, only the elastic com- investigated over a significant range of strain rate, both
ponent of the deformation would be observed, and the Newtonian (Scarfe et al., 1983) and non-Newtonian

unrelaxed Neqonian glass rheology of the melt would be (pseudoplastic) behavior (Li and Uhlmann, 1970; Webb

determined. When the shear deformation of a melt is andDingwell, 1990)havebeenobservedinsilicatemelts.
observed a long time after the application of a stress (for The relaxation time curve for any melt composition

melts of viscosity 10 2- I 05 Pa s, a long time scale is great- can be plotted (from Eq. I ) as a function of inverse tem-

er than I ns-10 ms; see Eq. l), only delayed viscous de- perature, given the temperature dependence ofthe shear

formation takes place, and relaxed, Newtonian, viscous viscosity and assuming the shear modulus to be a con-

liquid rheology is observed. In the case of volumetric stant. {Given the relative temperature invariance of G-

deformation, iiticate melts behave as anelastic materials [og,oG- (Pa s) : l0 + 0.5] with respect to the order-of-

and no delayed viscous flow is observed. Both the in- magnitude changes in viscosity associated with changes

stantaneousandthelongtimescaleobservationof melt in temperature, it is reasonable to set G- to l0 GPa

deformation result in the determination of Newtonian (Dingwell and Webb, 1989).) Figure I illustrates that it

(i.e., strain-rate independent) rheology. However, if the is possible to cross from relaxed to unrelaxed melt rhe-

deformation of the melt is observed on a time scale sim- ology by holding the time scale of observation constant

ilar to the time scale on which the delayed, recoverable and varying the temperature at which the melt properties

deformation takes place, non-Newtonian time-dependent are observed (A'-B'). In the present determination of melt

(strain-rate dependent) linear viscoelastic rheology of the rheology, the temperature of the melt is held constant and

melt will be observed. the time scale (frequency-') of observation changed (A-

The change in melt rheology from elastic to viscoelastic B). For a melt of shear viscosity 103 Pa s and shear mod-
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Fig. I . Relaxation time as a function of inverse temperature.

It is possible to cross from relaxed to unrelaxed rheology by
holding the observation time constant and varying the temper-
ature along A'-B' or by holding the temperature constant and
varyrng the observation time along A-B.

ulus of l0 GPa, the relaxation time z = 100 ns [j, = 1gz
5-t, Q = l0 MHz U,: 1.6 MHz)1. It is therefore difficult
to perform measurements in the time domain on a time
scale shorter than this relaxation time. High frequency
ultrasonics or Brillouin scattering techniques can, how-
ever, be used to measure the relaxed (liquid) and unre-
laxed (glass) rheology of silicate melts and to observe the
frequency dependence of both viscosity and modulus in
the vicinity of the relaxation frequency. Given that the
strain resulting from the application of a stress is time
dependent, the modulus and viscosity observed are also
time dependent, with modulus increasing with frequency
(decreasing with time) and viscosity decreasing with fre-
quency (increasing with time) (Dingwell and Webb, 1989).

The Maxwell relationship has been employed in ultra-
sonic studies of longitudinal relaxation in silicate melts
(e.g., Manghnani et al., l98l; Sato and Manghnani, 1985;
Rivers and Carmichael, 1987) to describe the distribution
and temperature dependence of the longitudinal relaxa-
tion time (combining the high frequency longitudinal
modulus and the Newtonian shear viscosity in Eq. l).
[Note that the factor of 0.01 is required to fit the Maxwell
equation to Rivers and Carmichael's data because the
zero frequency shear viscosity data reported in their Ta-
ble 5 is 2 orders of magnitude larger than those in the
original references (Dingwell and Webb, 1989).] The in-
terpretation of such measurements is difficult because the
longitudinal relaxation process is a mixture of both vol-
ume and shear processes. Assuming single relaxation times
for both shear (r) and volume (r") processes, the fre-
quency-dependent shear modulus can be described by

G*a2r l  , .  G-osr"
G*1u/1 :; - T ,;--;--- \2)

| -r @'T; I t @'a:

where <o : 2rf and G- is the elastic (infinite frequency)
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=

shear modulus; the frequency-dependent volume (bulk)
modulus is

K*(r): x" + {{4 + i ,K., '":  .  (3)
| -r @'a'. L -r @'T'.

where the elastic (infinite frequency) volume modulus
K-: Ko * K, (Herzfeld and Litovitz, 1959). The longi-
tudinal modulus M*(al is

M*(r): K*(r) + 4G*('t)/3. (4)

Therefore, at frequencies much lower than the relaxation
frequency, relaxed (liquid) frequency-independent behav-
ior is expected for the volume, longitudinal, and shear
moduli, with the shear modulus being zeto and K*(r) :

M*(.).At frequencies much greater than the relaxation
frequency, unrelaxed (glass) frequency-independent mod-
uli are again expected, with the shear modulus being non-
zero and K*(r) < M*(r).For frequencies in the vicinity
of the relaxation frequency, frequency-dependent (non-
Newtonian) behavior is expected, with the modulus (and
therefore the velocity) increasing with increasing frequen-
cy. The volume and shear viscosities of the melt can also
be calculated from the moduli as (Litovitz and Davis,
l  965)

n*(co):4# .4/'(a) + i.4/"(a)
l @

-y'l"(r) - i-lt'(a)

for modulus .4/.
Most ultrasonic studies of silicate melts are conducted

at the high-temperature (1000-1500 'C) and low-fre-
quency (3-22 MHz) conditions required to observe the
relaxed (frequency-independent) longitudinal modulus of
the melt. In cases where the experimental conditions were
approaching the relaxation frequency of the melt [e.g.,
Manghnani et al., 198 I (basalt melts); Sato and Mangh-
nani, 1985 (basalt melts); Rivers and Carmichael, 1987
(silicate melts)1, frequency dependence of the longitudinal
modulus has been observed. In studies where the fre-
quency ofthe applied signal has been greater than that of
the relaxation frequency of the melt, shear wave propa-
gation has been observed [Tauke et al., 1968 (BrOr); Ma-
cedo et al., 1968 (NarO-BrOr-SiO,)1.

In the present study, the viscosity (10'-103 Pa s) and
frequency (5-150 MHz) ranges were chosen such that
both relaxed and unrelaxed shear and longitudinal mod-
uli and viscosities could be determined, with the volume
modulus being calculated from Equation 4.

ExpBnrrvrnNTAL TEcHNreuE

The NarSirO, glass was prepared from reagent-grade
NarCO. and SiO, powders that were dried at 400 "C over-
night. Fifty grams of the powder mix was fused in a PtrrAu,
crucible at 1200 "C until bubble free. The composition of
the glass at the end of the measurements is listed in Table
l. The gradual loss of Na during the ultrasonic measure-

(5)
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TABLE 1. Microprobe analysis of NarSirO, glass

65.92
0.04
0.02

32.44
98.42

Note.'Cameca SX-50 wavelength dispersive analysis using 15 kV, 15
nA on brass, 30-pm defocused beam, 20-s count times. Standard: syn-
thetic glass DGG1.

ments results in the viscosity of the melt increasing to
0.05 log,o units more than that of NarSirO, (Lillie, 1939).

The velocity and attenuation of both shear and longi-
tudinal waves were determined at ultrasonic frequencies
(5-150 MHz) using a furnace and twin buffer-rod setup
similar to that of Macedo and Litovitz (1965). The fur-
nace is a Mo wound-tube furnace. The buffer rods are
single crystals of Mo 210 mm long and 12 mm in di-
ameter, aligned along the [00] axis. There was a constant
flow of forming gas (950/oNr-50/oH,) across both the fur-
nace elements and the Mo bufFer rods. Five-MHz chrome-
gold coaxially plated quartz AC-cut shear and X-cut com-
pressional wave transducers were used at frequencies
tween the first and l5th harmonic. The cylindrical sur-
faces of both buffer rods and crucible have grooves 0.5
mm deep in order to reduce the side-wall reflections of
the ultrasonic waves. As there are two buffer rods in this
system, a compressional wave transducer is glued (using
Crystal Bond) to the lower rod and a shear wave trans-
ducer to the upper rod. The measurements are performed
in the reflection mode, with each transducer acting as
both sender and receiver.

The interferometric technique of Katahara et al. (198 l)
was used. The buffer rods were aligned at room temper-
ature at 145 M}{z in acetone using the compressional
wave signal. Pulsed sinusoidal signals of 40 1cs duration
were propagated through the melt, and the change in am-
plitude of the returned signal (the sum of a semi-infinite
number of echoes within the melt) was monitored as the
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Fig. 3. The frequency-dependent shear modulus G*(<o) : 6'1r;
+ iG"(a) as a function of normalized angular frequency. The
shear relaxation time for each temperature is calculated from
Equation I with G- : l0 GPa. The estimated error in the mea-
sured moduli is less than 5ol0. The curve is calculated from Equa-
tion 2.

upper buffer rod was moved. The amplitude of the re-

flected signal is

R'[exp(4at) - 2exp(2aL)cos(hrLf/c) + l)
l A , l , : exp(4aL) - 2R2exp(2aL)cos(4rLf/ c) + Rn

(Rivers, 1985) where a is the attenuation coefficient, I
the melt thickness, c the signal velocity, and R is the
reflection coefficient at the buffer rod-melt interface, where

loglo 0r

Fig. 4. The frequency-dependent shear viscosity a*(<.r) : a'(ro)
+ in'k'i as a function ofnormalized frequency. The shear vis-
cosity is also normalized to the Newtonian viscosity of the melt.
The curve is calculated from Equation 5. The log,o ofthe abso-
lute value of the imaginary viscosity term is plotted.
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Fig.2. Shear and longitudinal wave interference patterns at
106 and 102 M}J4 respectively, and 1020 "C.
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Fig. 5. The frequency-dependent longitudinal M*(co): M'(.) + iM"(t':) and volume K*(r) : K'(<,r) + irK"(or) moduli as a function
of temperature and normalized frequency. The estimated errors in the measured moduli are less than 590. The curves are calculated
from Equations 2 and 3.
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and p and c are density and velocity for the melt and Mo.
The density of the Mo buffer rods was taken to be 10.2 I 3
g/cm3 (Bujard, 1982), and the high-temperature velocities
of shear and compressional waves traveling through Mo
along [00] were taken from Bujard (1982). The density
of the melt was calculated from Stein et al. (1986).

Rnsur,rs AND DrscussroN

Figure 2 illustrates the signal amplitude vs. melt thick-
ness data obtained from both shear and longitudinal wave
propagation at 106 and l02MHz, respectively, and 1020
'C shear viscosity 10, Pa s (Fontana and Plummer,1979).
The amplitude vs. thickness data were fit to Equation 6,
resulting in the calculation of velocity and attenuation.
The real component of the modulus -4/'(a): pc2 andthe

2 - 2 - 1 0 1 2
l o g  1 e  u l r

imaginary component of the modulus -44'(a): -/{kica/
zr/[where the quality factor Q: '4(a)/..fr"(<o): zrf/ca;
O'Connell and Budiansky, 19781 were then calculated for
each temperature and frequency condition.

The frequency dependence of the real and imaginary
components of the shear modulus and shear viscosity of
NarSirO, are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
The curves drawn in Figures 3 and 4 are those for Equa-
tion 2, where the relaxation time z" has been calculated
as r" : q/G*. Frequency has been normalized using the
relaxation time at each temperature. No shear mode
propagation was observed at 1176 "C. The frequency-
independent unrelaxed shear modulus was found to be
10.0 + 0.3 GPa and independent of temperature in the
range 967-1072 "C. This unrelaxed shear modulus is
slightly lower than that determined by Mills (1974) (13.7
GPa) using torsion techniques in the temperature range
4l+512 qC. A value for dG-/dT of -0.007 GPa/'C is

1 1 7 6  C  
M , ( r u )1O I2  C  M ' ( r u )
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Fig. 6. The frequency-dependent longitudinal qtk',) : nLkr)
+ iq((@) and volume ai(<,r) viscosity as a function of normalized
frequency. The log,o of the absolute value of the imaginary vis-
cosity term is plotted. There is no appreciable diference between
a/(<o) and a!(o). The curves are calculated from Equation 5.

required to reconcile these high- and low-temperature de-
terminations of the infinite frequency shear modulus. This
is somewhat smaller than the value dGJdT : -0.025

GPa/"C observed by Macedo et al. (1968) in an alkali-
borosilicate melt in the viscosity range l0I1 < q < 1042
Pa s.

The viscosity data in Figure 4 have been normalized
to the Newtonian shear viscosity of the melt at each tem-
perature. At low frequencies, where the relaxed liquid
properties ofthe melt are observed, the frequency-depen-
dent viscosity approaches the Newtonian viscosity deter-
mined by concentric cylinder techniques.

The frequency dependence of the real and imaginary
parts of the longitudinal and volume moduli and viscos-
ities of Na,SirO, are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. It was
not possible with the limited low-frequency data to de-
termine the volume relaxation time. Tauke et al. (1968)
calculated the shear and volume relaxation times in liq-
uid BrO, and found that 0.8r" < a. < r.. Therefore, the
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the unrelaxed shear

(G-) and longitudinal (M-) moduli and the relaxed ffi) and
unrelaxed (K-) volume moduli. The open symbols are the data
of Rivers and Carmichael (1987). The lines are fits to the data.

shear relaxation time r" was used in the present study to
fit Equations 4 and 5 to the longitudinal data. The paucity
of low-frequency data for both longitudinal and shear
wave propagation also resulted in inability to calculate
any distribution in r" in time space. Any distribution in
z" will result in the broadening of the frequency range
over which the real and imaginary parts of the modulus
and viscosity are frequency dependent. lf r, + r", a sim-
ilar broadening will occur for the longitudinal modulus.
(In the extreme case that there is more than an order of
magnitude difference between r, ?nd r,, two separate peaks
will be observed in the imaginary component of the lon-
gitudinal modulus, and two frequency-dependent regimes
will be observed in the real component of the modulus.)

The low-frequency volume and longitudinal moduli are
identical [G*(r) : 0 for <., << t-'] and approximately 20
GPa. With increasing frequency, as the melt structure can
no longer relax on the time scale of the applied sinusoidal
stress, the longitudinal modulus increases to -39 GPa.
However, 13 GPa of this increase is due to the propaga-
tion of a high frequency shear wave through the unre-
laxed melt. The unrelaxed volume modulus of the melt
is therefore -25 GPa. an increase of 5 GPa from the
relaxed value. The temperature dependence of the re-
laxed and unrelaxed longitudinal, volume, and shear
moduli of NarSirO, are illustrated in Figure 7 (see Table

8 s og
a
J 2 0
J

TABLE 2. The relaxed and unrelaxed moduli and viscosities of NarSirOu

GK1,<"M-

log,o(Pa s) g/cm3

967
1020
1072
1 176

39.51
39.14
35.07
35.36

26.18
25.81
21.74
22.O3

23.O7
20.12
18.56
17.40

10.12
10.16
9.71

1 .80
1 .76
1.24
0.92

2.31
2.00
1.74
1.29

2.296
2.285
2.273
2.251

3 . 1 1
5.69
3 .18
4.63

Notei M-: unrelaxed longitudinal modulus; lG : unrelaxed volume modulus; G- : unrelaxed shear modulus; /6 : relaxed volume modulus; ?" :

relaxed shear viscosity; ai 
jrelaxed volume viscosity. The shear viscosities are from Fontana and Plummer (1979), and the densities are calculated

from stein et al. (1986).
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2). Included in Figure 7 are the high-temperature ultra-
sonic data of Rivers and Carmichael (1987).

Coucr,usroN

The theory of relaxation in melts as discussed by Herz-
feld and Litovitz (1959) predicts that shear waves will
propagate through a silicate melt when the frequency of
the wave is greater than the relaxation frequency of the
melt. In the present study it has been shown that the
unrelaxed shear modulus of NarSirO, is l0 GPa and that
the observed increase in longitudinal modulus from -20
GPa to -39 GPa in going from liquid to glass rheology
is mainly due to the unrelaxed shear modulus, with the
unrelaxed volume modulus being only -5 GPa greater
than the relaxed volume modulus.
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